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Submission to the review of the Public Interest
Disclosure Act 2016
Background and scope
1.

I make this submission in my capacity as Clerk of the Legislative Assembly for the ACT.

2.

The matters that I wish to raise largely reflect the views that I expressed in my submission to
the Select Committee on an Independent Integrity Commission. 1

3.

In addition, I raise the prospect of the newly formed ACT Integrity Commission being given a
statutory responsibility for receiving and investigating Public Interest Disclosures (PIDs)
about MLAs and their staff. I also make comment on the power of the Head of Service, under
the current Public Interest Disclosure Act 2016 (PID Act), to receive PIDs about the Clerk.

Clerk investigating MLAs and their staff/ referral to Assembly
Standards Commissioner
4.

Under the PID Act as it currently stands, the Clerk has a responsibility to receive, investigate
and act in relation to PIDs made about MLAs and their staff. 2

5.

I regard it as undesirable for these responsibilities to rest with the Clerk given they
potentially conflict with the exercise of the Clerk's and the Office's statutory functions
pursuant to s 6 of the Legislative Assembly (Office of the Legislative Assembly) Act 2012 to
'provide impartial advice and support to the Legislative Assembly and committees and
members of the Assembly ... '.

6.

It is not difficult to envisage a situation where the Clerk might be required to provide advice
to an MLA concerning, for instance, the operation of parliamentary privilege in a given
matter, which happened to be directly relevant to an existing or subsequent PID
investigation concerning the conduct of an MLA or staff member of an MLA. In such an
event, the Clerk's advice or the Clerk's PID investigation may-not unreasonably-be viewed
as being improperly affected by each other to the extent that the impartiality of both
exercises is cast into doubt.

1

https://www.pa rl ia ment.act.gov .au/ data/assets/pdf fi le/0004/1064 731/Su b-N o.-03 -Clerk-ACT-LegislativeAssem bly.pdf, pp 36-37.
2
Through, inter alia, the combined effects of ss 9{1)(b), ll{b)(i), 12, 13{b), 24 and the definition of 'Legislative
Assembly entity' contained within the Dictionary to the Act (see p 37 of the Act).
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7.

Although the Office's PID procedures permit the referral of a matter associated with a PID to
the Legislative Assembly Standards Commissioner (where the conduct at issue is also a
potential breach of the Members' Code of Conduct or the declaration of members'
interests) 3 from the point that a referral is made to the Assembly Standards Commissioner,
the matter is characterised as an investigation pursuant to Assembly resolution SAA and is
no longer within the jurisdiction of the PID Act (i.e. it falls within the exclusive jurisdiction of
the Standards Commissioner). This has implications in terms of the application of protections
that would ordinarily be available to disclosers in Part 7 of the Act.

Recommendation 1: Applicable legislation should not require the Clerk to receive, investigate
or act on Pl Os about MLAs or their staff.

Oversight of PIDs about MLAs and their staff by the Public Sector
Standards Commissioner
8.

The Public Sector Standards Commissioner is established under s 142 of the Public Sector
Management Act 1994 (PSM Act) and is appointed by the Chief Minister. Section 144 of the
PSM Act provides, inter alia, that the Commissioner has the certain investigative functions,
provides advice to the Chief Minister, and promotes and advises on public sector values,
public sector principles and the conduct required under the PSM Act. 4

9.

Under the PID Act, the Commissioner performs oversight functions,5 including in relation to
PIDs that are received about non-executive MLAs and their staff. Separation of powers issues
are potentially engaged by the relevant provisions given the Commissioner's proximity to,
and reporting relationship with, executive government.

Recommendation 2: Applicable legislation should not give the Public Sector Standards
Commissioner oversight functions or powers in relation to the conduct of MLAs and their staff .

.Role for the Integrity Commission
10. With the passage of the Integrity Commission Act 2018, there may be an opportunity for the
Integrity Commission to have a greater role in managing PIDs that are made about alleged

3

By reason of s 20(g) of the PID Act and continuing resolutions 5, SAA, and 6 of the Assembly.
The PSM Act does not cover MLAs or their staff.
5
For example, under s 30 of the PID Act, the Commissioner may give a report to the Chief Minister about 'how a
public interest disclosure is dealt with by a public sector entity' and this provision could potentially allow for the
provision of a report to the Chief Minister about how the Clerk has dealt with a PID concerning a non-executive MLA
or a staff member of a non-executive MLA. Under s 17(b) of the PID Act, a disclosure officer must give a copy a
disclosure to the Commissioner (including a disclosure about an MLA or staff of an MLA). Section 28 of the PID Act
provides that the Commissioner is to 'ensure just outcomes for people who make public interest disclosures,
including by preventing and remedying the effect of detrimental action against people because of disclosures'.
Section 29 of the PID Act gives the Commissioner substantial powers of review as to how PID investigations are
conducted .
4
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disclosable conduct on the part of MLAs and their staff. Indeed, some of the problems raised
above could be obviated were such an approach to be adopted.
Receiving and investigating disclosures

11. Given the alignment between the protections afforded complainants/disclosers under the
Integrity Commission Act and the PIO Act and the overlap between 'disclosable conduct' and
'corrupt conduct', the statutory framework that applies to the Integrity Commission would
appear to be amenable to further amendment to facilitate the ·c ommission taking on a more
central role in receiving and investigating Pl Os about MLAs and their staff.
12. If the Integrity Commission was given a responsibility to receive and investigate Pl Os about
MLAs and their staff, it would also be important to include provisions enabling the
Commission to refer matters to other authorities where appropriate (e.g. the Australian
Federal Police, the Legislative Assembly Commissioner for Standards as is currently provided
or at ss 21 and 20(g) of the PIO Act).
'Taking action' .

13. Section 24 of the PIO Act provides that where a head of a public sector entity believes on
reasonable grounds that disclosable conduct has occurred, is likely to have occurred or is
likely to occur, the entity must take action necessary and reasonable to:
a) prevent the disclosable conduct continuing or occurring in the future; and
b) if the investigation of the public interest disclosure has been completeddiscipline any person responsible for the disclosable conduct.
14. Under the present arrangements, these responsibilities fall to the Clerk who, as pointed out
in the submission to the Select Committee on the Integrity Commission, has no authority or
capacity to discipline MLAs or their staff and, in some cases, will have little authority or
capacity to prevent disclosable conduct on the part of an MLAs of their staff into the future.
15. It would be important to carefully consider how the duty to 'take action' embodied ins 24 of
the PIO Act might be most usefully provided for. If the Integrity Commissioner was to
assume responsibility for receiving and investigating Pl Os about MLAs and their staff,
consideration could be given to the following:
•

Where disclosable conduct is found on the part of an MLA, the Integrity Commissioner
could be empowered to provide a report to the Standing Committee on Administration
and Procedure in much the same way that the Legislative Assembly Commissioner for
Standards is able to report to the committee pursuant to continuing resolution SAA. It
would then be for that committee to make a recommendation to the Assembly as to
further action that might be taken in relation to the MLA.
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•

Where the Integrity Commissioner determines that disclosable conduct has occurred on
the part of a staff member of an MLA, the Integrity Commissioner could be empowered
to provide a report to staff member's employing MLA, outlining the disclosable conduct
and recommending disciplinary action. A copy of the Integrity Commissioner's report
could also be provided to the Speaker or the Standing Committee on Administration and
Procedure to ensure that the employing member remained accountable for responding
to and actioning such a report.

Recommendation 3: Consideration ought to be given to:
a) giving the ACT Integrity Commission powers and functions to receive and investigate PIDs
about MLAs and their staff; and
b) empowering the Integrity Commissioner to provide reports to the Standing Committee on
Administration and Procedure about PID matters relating to an MLA and to both an employing
member and the Speaker or the Standing Committee on Administration and Procedure in
relation to PID matters concerning a staff member of an MLA.

Derogation from parliamentary privilege
16. Section 3S{a)(iv) of the PID Act appears to derogate from the privileges of the Assembly and
the extent to which the provision interacts withs 24{3) of the Australian Capital Territory

(Self-Government Act) 1988 {Clth), which establishes between the Assembly's powers,
privileges and immunities and those of the House of Representatives (thereby bringing the .
Assembly under the umbrella of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Privileges Act), is
unknown. Ifs 35{a)(iv) of the PID Act is regarded as 'a law with respect to [the Assembly's]
powers' pursuant to s 24{3) of the Self Government Act, there may well be implications for
the operation of parliamentary privilege as it applies to the Assembly.
Recommendation 4: Applicable legislation should not derogate from the privileges of the
Assembly.

Head of Service's function to receive PIDs about the Clerk
17. The Head of Service is established under s .17 of the PSM Act to lead and manage the ACT
public service and is 'answerable to the Chief Minister'. Pursuant to s 18{2) of the PID Act,
the Head of Service is responsible for investigating disclosures relating to the head of a
public sector entity, which includes the Clerk of the Legislative Assembly by reason of s 13{b)
of the PID Act.
18. I regard this as undesirable given the Clerk's advisory and support functions rest within the
legislative branch of government, while the Head of Service is very much a creature of the
ACT Executive. Accordingly, it would be more appropriate for a PID about the Clerk to be
made to the Public Sector Standards Commissioner and to specify in the Act that the
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Commissioner would report to the Speaker, rather than the Chief Minister, about these
matters. Similar arrangements for Officers of the Assembly might also be considered.
Recommendation 5: Applicable legislation should not establish a function or power for the
Head of Service to receive, investigate or

act on PIDs about the Clerk. Instead, such a function

or power should be vested in the Public Service Standards Commissioner who would report to
the Speaker, rather than the Chief Minister, about the exercise of the function or power.

I am happy to elaborate of these views with the review team when we meet in person.
Yours sincerely,

Tom Duncan
Clerk
]

July 2019
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